RESCUE OF THE MONTH
RECOGNISING OUTSTANDING RESCUES

CENTRAL WINNER

JANUARY 2013: PALMERSTON NORTH SLSC

Saturday 5 January 2013 at 2.20pm
Date/time: 		
Himatangi Beach
Location:			
Lifeguards involved: Over 50 lifeguards and support personal from
Palmerston North SLSC, Foxton SLSC and the
Capital Coast Call-out Squad

As

a

large

number

were

beach-goers North Surf Life Saving Club’s IRBs. As the of three and a half hours. Once the
beautiful weather first Foxton IRB arrived so did the Foxton crews had been rested, they rejoined the
of

enjoying the
at Himatangi Beach, a dramatic event Coastguard boat and jetski. Coordination search at 7.30pm. The 10 IRBs on the
was unfolding for the Surf Lifeguards. of the on-water search patterns was water continued to search until 8.45pm,
Life then transferred to the Coastguard. when poor light stopped the search.
Sadly the man’s body was found just
This all unfolded on what was a very
Saving Club volunteer patrol was first
notified by a member of the public that a busy day for the Lifeguards. Several after dawn the next day by the volunteer fire
group of people were in trouble in a hole, swimmers had to be rescued close to service who conducted a shore-line search
The

Palmerston

North

Surf

800m south of the flags. Patrol Captain the flags during the afternoon and a in the flagged area from the previous day.
The incident evolved from a simple
David Pontin immediately dispatched distressed sea kayaker was rescued
situation. by an IRB during the ongoing search. rescue into a highly complex multiWithin an hour of the search beginning, club and agency search effectively
A distressed swimmer was quickly
identified holding onto a surfer’s board. The a number of additional assets had been coordinated by SLSNZ Lifeguards.
an

IRB

to

investigate

the

IRB approached them and transferred the mobilised, including five additional Capital The outstanding performance by the
swimmer to the boat, learning very quickly Coast Call-out IRBs (three from Paekakariki Lifeguards in the water and on the beach,
that a second person was also in difficulty. and two from Otaki) and the local rescue along with the general public, won many
An immediate search of the area helicopter. David Pontin continued with new supporters and has built a closer
out past the break was conducted with the overall coordination of the search relationship with the local community.
no result. The rescued swimmer was until the police arrived and took control.
returned to shore and transferred to

As the additional resources arrived they

Lifeguards on the beach. The IRB then were filtered into the search area that had
returned to search the area where the been expanded to several kilometers. The
male swimmer had been last seen. first of the Capital Coast Call-out Squad
During this time, the patrol’s second members arrived, and after discussion
IRB was dispatched and the police were between David and Lifeguard Ben Flynn, it
notified to assist with the now rapidly was decided that David was assigned to
growing search. Additional Lifeguards, liaise with the Search and Rescue team at
under the supervision of Troy Greenem, the Palmerston North club house and Ben to
rescued coordinate the IRBs in the on-water search.
By 6pm all the call out IRB squad
swimmer, perform a shore search and
control the growing crowd of on lookers. members were fully deployed allowing
were

sent

to

question

the

Foxton Surf Life Saving Club was called the Palmerston North and Foxton Surf
for assistance and within 30 minutes they Life Saving IRB crews to have a break, as
provided three additional IRBs to Palmerston they had been on the water for upwards
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